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1. Introduction 
Genetic engineering has been identified as one key approach to increasing agricultural 
production and reducing losses due to biotic and abiotic stresses in the field and in storage 
(Sairam and Prakash, 2005; Yuan et. al., 2011). This chapter primarily deals with resistance to 
viral diseases. It is therefore very important that anyone embarking on a research project to 
genetically engineer plants fully understands the variety of plant transformation methods 
that are available, the various forms of (plasmid) constructs that can be used, and their 
potential implications on the safety of the final product. 
The methods that can be used for plant transformation include Agrobacterium-mediated 
transformation, microprojectile bombardment/ biolistics, direct protoplast transformation, 
electroporation of cells and tissues, electro-transformation, the pollen tube pathway method, 
and other methods such as infiltration, microinjection, silicon carbide mediated transformation 
and liposome mediated transformation (Rakoczy-Trojanowska, 2002). Each of these 
methods, as will be discussed in this chapter, utilizes a different approach to deliver DNA 
into the vicinity of chromosomes into which the DNA may then integrate. The markers and 
reporter genes that may be used in conjunction with the different approaches, and 
additional sequences meant to facilitate integration may have some biosafety implications. 
The aim of this chapter is to evaluate the different methods that are used for plant 
transformation, and to discuss specific results obtained after plant transformation for virus 
resistance using two of the methods: Agrobacterium-mediated transformation and electro-
transformation. Implications on biosafety will be discussed as well. 
2. Plant transformation 
Figure 1 shows the generalized structure of a plant cell. For stable genetic transformation, 
the desired DNA fragment must be delivered across the cell wall if not removed by pre-
treatment, the cell membrane, across the cytoplasm, the nuclear membrane into the nucleus. 
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Similarly, for organelle transformation, the DNA must be transported across the organelle 
membrane to reach the organelle’s matrix. Once inside the nucleus, the desired DNA 
fragment must undergo recombination with the host chromosome so that it becomes 
integrated into the host chromosome, and its inheritance pattern becomes the same as that of 
the host chromosome. To date, the mechanisms of integration are not well understood, and 
there is no targeting of particular chromosomes. Also, a lot still needs to be done in terms of 
organelle transformation. These topics are reviewed in detail in Tinland 1996; Ow, 2002; 
Tzfira et al., 2004; Maliga 2004 and Kumar et al., 2006. 
 
Fig. 1. Diagram to illustrate the structure of a plant cell 
Genetic engineering will result in plants that carry additional genes from the same or other 
species, and are thus referred to as transgenic plants. Such plants may also be referred to as 
transformed plants, because their genotype and phenotype may have changed from one 
state to another, for example from disease-susceptible to disease-resistant. The term 
‘transformed plant’ also relates to the original method of Agrobacterium-mediated 
transformation, where, after the bacterium transfers the T-DNA, the recipient plant cells 
become ‘cancerous’, and result in cankers that characterize the crown gall disease.  
The term ‘genetically modified plant’ is much broader than ‘transformed plant’. While a 
strict definition of ‘plant transformation’ may not be practical because of the varying 
genetics of the plants, it is generally accepted that the plant must be confirmed as 
transformed based on Southern DNA hybridization evidence of multiple independent 
transformation events showing different sized fragments correlating to different profiles of 
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the restriction endonucleases used, and appropriate sustained phenotypic expression of the 
transgene exclusively in the transformed plants (Potrykus, 1991, Birch 2002). 
In plant pathology, the concept of resistance and susceptibility genes is widespread. In the 
gene-for-gene model of pathogen incompatibility, resistance (R) genes and associated 
avirulence (Avr) genes have been well studied (reviewed in Belkhadir et al., 2004). But one 
aspect that has not been well elucidated is the concept of susceptible genes. Very few 
susceptibility genes have been identified. However one example is the Os8N3, a host 
disease-susceptibility gene for bacterial blight of rice which is a vascular disease caused by 
Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae (Yang et al., 2006). Deletion of Os8N3 in rice plants by genetic 
engineering approaches is postulated to result in genetically engineered plants resistant to 
Xanthomonas oryzae pv. Oryzae. One may ask if these plants will be considered transgenic. 
Most susceptibility genes, however, are thought to be essential for plant growth and 
development, such that their deletion or mutation will result in non-viable plants.  
It must be noted that ‘transgenic’, ‘transformed’ and ‘genetically modified’ are not 
equivalent terms. The definition of transformed plants should be broad enough to 
encompass deletions. Southern hybridization probes targeting the deletion junctions may be 
used to confirm the deletion event, and absence of susceptibility gene product can be 
demonstrated. 
Conventional breeding also results in re-assortment of genes from the two genomes that are 
crossed, and is therefore some form of genetic modification as well. However, no genetic 
engineering is involved in the process, and the crosses usually involve closely related 
species. Genetic engineering is particularly useful when the gene/trait of interest is not 
present in closely related species, making conventional breeding impossible. Furthermore, 
conventional breeding is not precise, since extensive re-assortment of genes occurs when 
two species are crossed, and takes a very long time. Genetic engineering therefore becomes 
the approach of choice especially when there are no Biosafety issues to grapple with. The 
most common approach in genetic engineering involves excising the gene of interest using 
restriction enzymes, and cloning it into a plant transformation vector before transfer into the 
cells of the target species where the gene will integrate into the chromosome. This process is 
usually more precise and faster. In this case the resulting plants are transgenic, because they 
carry a gene from another species, introduced by genetic engineering.  
Many transgenic plants resistant to diseases have been produced. Collinge and co-workers 
list the most common genes used for transgenic disease-resistant crops that have been field-
tested (Collinge et al., 2010). Against fungal diseases, these are the polygalacturonse 
inhibitor protein (grape, raspberry, tomato), proteinase (soybean), R-gene (Rpg-1, Pi9, RB2, 
Rps1-k) (barley, festuca, potato, soybean), cell death regulator (wheat), toxin detoxifier 
(barley, wheat) pathogenesis-related proteins (barley, wheat, grape, cotton, peanut, potato, 
rice, sweet potato, sorghum, tobacco), chitinases (alfalfa, apple, cotton, melon, onion,  
papaya, squash, carrot, peanut, rice, tobacco, wheat, tomato), oxalate oxidases (bean, 
cowpea, lettuce, sunflower, peanut, potato, soybean, tobacco), thionin (barley, potato, rice), 
antimicrobial peptides (cotton, grape, plum, poplar, tobacco, wheat), cecropin (cotton, maize, 
papaya), stilbene synthase (potato, tobacco), and antimicrobial metabolites (grape, potato, 
strawberry, tobacco). Against bacterial diseases, attacin (apple), cecropin (apple, papaya, 
pear, potato, sugarcane), hordothionin (rice, tomato), indolicidin (tobacco), lysozyme  
(citrus, potato, sugarcane), megainin (grape), proteinase K (rice, tomato), R-gene  
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of pepper, tomato, rice (tomato), and transcription factors (tomato) have been field-tested. 
Against plant viruses, single-stranded DNA binding G5 protein (cassava), viral movement 
proteins (raspberry, tomato), ribonuclease (pea, potato, wheat), replicase (cassava, papaya, 
potato, tomato), nuclear inclusion protein (melon, potato, squash, wheat), coat protein 
(alfalfa, barley, beet, grape, lettuce, maize, melon, papaya, pea, peanut, pepper, pineapple, 
plum, potato, raspberry, soybean, squash, sugarcane, tobacco, tomato, wheat). Virus 
resistance will be discussed further in section 2.1. 
Despite performing well in field tests, most of the transgenic plants have not been 
commercialized. For instance, coat protein transgenic plants make up three quarters of 
commercialized virus resistant plants. However, the newer and more sophisticated 
approaches such as RNA interference are set to become more predominant on the market.  
There still remain many challenges to plant transformation. Most methods are not effective 
for all plant species, but are species- or even cultivar specific. Usually the target for 
transformation is a small group of cells or an organ, which should then grow and regenerate 
a whole plant. Regeneration of whole plants in vitro is not routine for some agriculturally 
important species. Thus, there are some very important crops for which no routine, reliable 
reproducible transformation procedure exists. Therefore the efforts to develop more and 
better transformation methods continue. 
The methods that are available for plant transformation include Agrobacterium-mediated 
transformation, microprojectile bombardment/ biolistics, direct protoplast transformation, 
electroporation of cells and tissues, electro-transformation, and other methods such as 
microinjection, silicon carbide mediated transformation and liposome mediated 
transformation. Each of these methods, as will be discussed in this chapter, utilizes a 
different approach to deliver DNA into the vicinity of chromosomes into which the DNA 
may then integrate. 
2.1 Plant viruses 
2.1.1 Plant viral diseases 
Biotechnology, through genetic engineering, has the potential to contribute to increased 
agricultural production by making crops better able to cope with both biotic and abiotic 
stress. Different research groups are working on different aspects of both biotic and abiotic 
constraints to increase agricultural production. However, the scope of this chapter will only 
cover biotic stress and plant viruses in particular. Plant viruses significantly reduce yields in 
all cultivated crops. By the turn of the millennium, there are as many as 675 plant viruses 
known and yet annual crop losses due to viruses are valued at US$60 billion (Fields 1996).  
There are various ways of controlling viral diseases such as: 
• The use of disease-free planting material. Virus-free stocks are obtained by virus 
elimination through heat therapy and/or meristem tissue culture. This approach is 
effective for seed-borne viruses, but is ineffective for viral diseases transmitted by 
vectors. 
• Adopting cultural practices that minimize epidemics, for example by crop rotation, 
quarantine, rouging diseased plants and using clean implements. Pesticides may also be 
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used to control viral vectors, but the virus may be transmitted to the plant before the 
vector is killed. 
• Classical cross protection, in which a mild strain of the virus is used to infect the crop, 
and protects the crop from super-infection by a more severe strain of the virus. 
• Use of disease resistant planting material. Natural resistance against viruses may be 
bred into susceptible lines through classical breeding methods or transferred by genetic 
engineering. 
• Engineered cross protection. This involves integration of pathogen-derived or virus-
targeted sequences into DNA of potential host plants, and conveys resistance to the 
virus from which the sequences are derived.  
Of all the methods of controlling viral diseases listed above, engineered cross protection 
seems to have a lot of potential that is only now beginning to be exploited. Before genetic 
engineering techniques were more widely accepted and applied, natural disease resistance 
genes bred into target cultivars by classical breeding methods constituted the major focus 
for introducing disease resistance into plants. 
There are 139 monogenic and 40 polygenic virus resistance traits that have been described 
(Khetapal et al., 1998; Hull 2001), but very few have been cloned, and in most cases the 
mechanism of resistance has not been elucidated (Ellis et al., 2000; Dinesh-Kumar et al., 
2000). Virus-resistant crops that have been obtained by classical breeding include sugarcane 
resistant to Sugarcane mosaic potyvirus (SCMV) and gerkins (cucumber) resistant to 
Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV). The N-gene of Nicotiana glutinosa that is responsible for the 
necrotic local lesion reaction of TMV, has also been bred into some N. tabacum lines, 
resulting in the hypersensitive reaction and no systemic infection. Classical breeding has 
also been used to convey polygenic traits. 
2.1.2 Non-viral genes 
One approach to protect plants against a viral infection is by the expression of a single chain 
variable fragment (scFv) antibody directed against that particular virus (Tavladoraki et al., 
1993; Voss et al., 1995). This has been demonstrated for the icosahedral Artichoke mottle 
crinkled tombusvirus (AMCV) and the rod-shaped Tobacco mosaic tobamovirus (TMV). 
However, the resistance obtained this way is not broad-spectrum resistance. 
An approach that can yield broad-spectrum resistance to viral diseases is to target the 
inhibition of production of a product that is essential for the establishment of infection in 
the cell. An example is S-adenosylhomocysteine hydrolase (SAHH), an enzyme involved 
in the transmethylation reactions that use S- adenosyl methionine as a methyl donor 
(Masuta et al., 1995). Lowering expression of the enzyme suppresses the 5'-capping of 
mRNA that is required for efficient translation. Overexpression of cytokinin in crops 
results in stunting. This phenotype may be due to induction of acquired resistance 
(Masuta et al., 1995). 
Expression of the pokeweed (Phytolacca americana) antiviral protein (PAP), a ribosome 
inhibiting protein (RIP), in plants protects the plants against infection by viruses (Ready et 
al., 1986; Lodge et al., 1993). In this case, expression of this single gene in the plant results in 
protection against a wide range of plant viruses. 
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2.1.3 Pathogen-derived resistance 
Definition 
Pathogen-derived resistance (PDR), also called parasite-derived protection is the resistance 
conveyed to a host organism as a result of the presence of a transgene of pathogen origin in 
the target host organism (Sanford & Johnson, 1985). The concept of pathogen-derived 
resistance predicts that a 'normal' host-pathogen relationship can be disrupted if the host 
organism expresses essential pathogen-derived genes. The initial hypothesis was that host 
organisms expressing pathogen gene products at incorrect levels, at the wrong 
developmental stage or in dysfunctional forms, may disrupt the normal replication cycle of 
the pathogen and result in an attenuated or aborted infection. 
Classical cross protection 
Pathogen derived resistance is an extension of the phenomenon of "cross protection" in 
which inoculation of a host plant with a milder strain of a pathogen can protect the plant 
from superinfection by more severe strains of the same or a very closely related pathogen 
(Wilson 1993). An example of cross protection is in tobacco where infecting tobacco plants 
with the U1 strain of tobacco mosaic tobamovirus (TMV) protects the plants against future 
infections with a more virulent strain of TMV. 
In practice, the protected plants usually become superinfected, and so the definition given 
above is not practical. For practical purposes, cross protection is still defined by an earlier 
definition as "the use of a virus to protect against the economic damage by severe strains of 
the same virus" (Gonsalves & Garnsey, 1989). Classical cross protection, according to this 
practical definition, has been evaluated in the field in some countries outside Africa for the 
control of Citrus tristeza closterovirus (CTV), Papaya ringspot potyvirus (PRSV), Zucchini 
yellow mosaic potyvirus (ZYMV) and Cucumber mosaic cucumovirus (CMV) (ibid). 
Engineered protection 
The genetic engineering approach to cross protection was first demonstrated by Powell-Abel 
and co-workers who expressed the TMV coat protein gene in transgenic plants and obtained 
some degree of resistance against TMV (Powell-Abel et al., 1986). Many viral genes and gene 
products have since been shown to be effective in conveying engineered PDR. Engineered 
PDR can be divided into protein-based PDR (coat protein-, replicase- and movement 
protein-mediated resistances, using these proteins in their wild type or defective forms) and 
nucleic acid-based PDR (antisense, sense and satellite RNA-mediated resistances, defective 
interfering RNA or DNA and antiviral ribozymes). 
In general, when classical cross protection is incomplete, smaller lesions than in control non-
protected plants are formed, indicating reduced movement and maybe reduced replication 
as well. On the other hand, transgenic plants engineered to confer protection to TMV show 
no reduction in movement or replication. However, the local lesions for PDR against PVX 
indicate a reduction in virus replication and movement (Hemenway et al., 1988). This 
demonstrates the similarity between classical and engineered protection. 
The phenotype of PDR varies from delay in symptom development, through partial 
inhibition of virus replication, to complete immunity to challenge virus or inoculated viral 
RNA (Wilson, 1993; Baulcombe, 1996). Even a simple delay in symptom development could 
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be useful if it allows plant biomass, seed or fruit development to outpace disease 
development. 
Coat protein-mediated resistance 
Coat protein-mediated resistance (CP-MR) is the phenomenon by which transgenic plants 
expressing a plant virus coat protein (CP) gene can resist infection by the same or a 
homologous virus. The level of protection conferred by CP genes in transgenic plants varies 
from immunity to delay and attenuation of symptoms. CP-MR has been reported for more 
than 35 viruses representing more than 15 different taxonomic groups including the 
tobamo-, potex-, cucumo-, tobra-, carla-, poty-, luteo-, and alfamo- virus groups. The 
resistance requires that the CP transgene be transcribed and translated. Hemenway and co-
workers (1998) have demonstrated direct correlation between CP expression level and the 
level of resistance obtained. The case of CP-MR to TMV is is important because most of the 
earlier and more detailed work on CP-MR was done with TMV (Bevan et al., 1985; Beachy et 
al., 1986; Powell- Abel et al., 1986; Register 1988 and Powell et al., 1990). 
2.1.4 RNA interference (RNAi) 
RNA interference is the process that depends on small RNAs (sRNAs) to regulate the 
expression of the eukaryotic genome (Hohn and Vazquez, 2011). This newly elucidated 
mechanism opens up many possibilities for genetic engineering interventions due to the 
simplicity of the molecules involved. Small RNAs regulate many biological processes in 
plants, including maintenance of genome integrity, development, metabolism, abiotic stress 
responses and immunity to pathogens (Hohn and Vazquez, 2011; Katiya-Agarwal, 2011). 
The RNA molecules involved are small and of two types, micro RNAs (miRNAs) and small 
interfering RNAs (siRNAs). miRNAs are transcribed from miRNA genes by RNA 
polymerase II, as primary miRNA (pri-miRNA) that then folds into a stem loop structure 
(imperfectly base-paired) that is then processed in a very specific manner by a number of 
proteins to result in 22-24mer RNA molecules. These RNA molecules are then incorporated 
into AGO1 or AGO10 and guide the complex to target mRNA for cleavage or translational 
inhibition on the basis of sequence complementarity. siRNAs on the other hand, are derived 
from perfectly paired double stranded RNA (dsRNA) precursors, that are derived either 
from antisense or are a result of RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDR) transcription. 
Details of types of siRNAs, their origins and processing, and how this approach is used to 
convey virus resistance in transgenic plants are presented in Hohn and Vazquez (2011) and 
Katiya-Agarwal (2011). 
3. Agrobacterium-mediated transformation 
The structure of the Ti plasmid and the requirement for transfer has been established, and 
the natural host range of the bacterium expanded (Cheng 2004). The first reports of in vitro 
plant transformation utilised the ability of Agrobacterium tumefaciens to transfer a specific 
region of its Ti plasmid DNA into plant cells where they subsequently become integrated 
into the plant cell genome (Marton et al., 1979; Barton et al., 1983; Herrera-Estrella et al., 
1983). This application is based on the observation that in natural diseases of dicotyledonous 
plants, crown gall disease caused by Agrobacterium tumefaciens and hairy root disease caused 
by Agrobacterium rhizogenes, the bacterium transfers part of the DNA of its Ti or Ri plasmid 
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DNA respectively into the host plant where it becomes integrated into the host genome 
(Herrera-Estrella et al., 1983). The plant host cells are referred to as transformed. The 
transferred DNA is referred to as the T-DNA and is demarcated by conserved left and right 
border sequences (ibid). The integrated genes are passed on to the progeny of the initially 
infected cell, and their expression (using the host’s transcription and translation machinery) 
results in the cancerous growth that characterise the crown gall or hairy root diseases that 
results. The tumours produce specific amino acid derivatives called opines that are utilized 
by the Agrobacterium as a carbon source (Zupan and Zambryski, 1997). Within the T-DNA is 
a 35 kb virulence (vir) region that includes the genes virA to virR (Zhu et al. 2000), flanked 
by imperfect 25 bp direct repeat sequences known as the left and right borders. A number of 
virulence genes (chv) located on the Agrobacterium chromosome mediate chemotaxis and 
attachment of the bacterium to the plant cell wall (Zupan & Zambryski, 1997).  
In adapting the Agrobacterium system to genetic engineering, only the sequences that are 
essential for transfer and integration into the host genome have been retained, and DNA 
sequences of interest are inserted into the transferred DNA region. The first generation 
plasmids for Agrobacterium-mediated plant transformation were the disarmed Ti-plasmids. 
The oncogenes within the left and right borders of the naturally occurring plasmid pTiC58 
were replaced with pBR322 sequences, to give pGV3850 (Zambryski et al., 1983), and further 
improved by the addition of a selectable marker (Bevan et al., 1983). Use of intermediate 
vectors enabled use of smaller plasmids with unique cloning sites for initial cloning 
experiments in E. coli (Matzke & Chilton 1981). The intermediate vector could be transferred 
from E. coli to Agrobacterium by conjugation, utilizing a helper plasmid, e.g. RK2013, to 
supply the requirements for conjugation (ibid). Homologous recombination between the 
intermediate plasmid and a resident disarmed Ti-plasmid of the Agrobacterium (e.g. 
pGV3850) resulted in a larger plasmid known as a cointegrate disarmed Ti-plasmid. 
In a different approach, the virulence genes were placed in a separate plasmid such as 
pAL4404 where these functions would be provided in trans for the transfer of DNA on 
another smaller plasmid with only the left and right borders, markers and other sequences 
of interest that need to be transferred such as pBin19 in the same Agrobacterium cell (Zupan 
& Zambryski, 1997). This system is known as the binary vector system. The vectors carry a 
broad host range replication origin, e.g. ori V of pBin 19, which allows replication in E. coli 
and Agrobacterium. The A. tumefaciens is used most extensively in plant transformation 
because of the belief that the DNA transfer is discreet, with high proportion of integration 
events with single or low T-DNA copy number, compared to other methods of plant 
transformation (Zupan & Zambryski, 1997). 
Plasmid origin of replication may encourage rearrangements and recombination, leading to 
silencing and deletion of transgene in subsequent generations. Gene disruption may occur at 
the site of insertion, resulting in loss of some essential functions (Birch, 1997). It is therefore 
important to obtain as many transformants as possible so as to be able to disregard all 
abnormal regenerants resulting from this or other phenomena. T-DNA transfer occurs 
sequentially but not always completely from the right border to the left border (Wang et al., 
1984). 
Recently, it has also been realized that some sequences outside the borders also get 
transferred, and integrate into the host genome (Parmyakova et al., 2008). This is undesirable 
in genetically modified plants for commercial release. Current efforts are to reduce or even 
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eliminate these undesirable effects through using special vector constructs that prevent 
integration of vector sequences. It is thought that integration of sequences outside the 
borders is a result of erroneous recognition of either right or left border sequences, and Vir 
D proteins are central to this event. However, the transfer always starts at or adjacent to the 
left right borders. The reduction can be achieved by using vectors that have positive or 
negative selection markers, or easily identifiable markers, outside the T-DNA, or using 
vectors with increased numbers of terminal repeats, or with left terminal repeats 
surrounded by native DNA regions that serve as termination enhancers, or the so-called 
‘green vectors’ in which the sequences outside the T DNA have been removed (Parmyakova 
et al., 2008) Alternatively, one can use vectors in which the undesirable sequences can be 
removed by mechanisms such as site-specific recombination, or use vectors with sequences 
of plant origin only. But there still are problems associated with each approach. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the binary plasmids used for tobacco transformation by Agrobacterium-
mediated transformation 
Despite these limitations, Agrobacterium-mediated transformation is still a very useful tool in 
plant molecular virology. In our laboratory, Agrobacterium-mediated transformation was 
used as a tool to evaluate mechanisms of resistance to Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus 
(CABMV) in Nicotiana benthamiana, an experimental host of the virus. CABMV is a positive 
sense RNA virus that is a member of the genus Potyvirus (Sithole-Niang et al., 1996; 
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Mundembe et al., 2009). In an experiment to evaluate the mechanisms of pathogen-derived 
resistance, N. benthamiana was transformed with recombinant pBI 121 carrying various 
forms of the CABMV coat protein gene, following the method of co-cultivation of leaf 
explants with A. tumefaciens described by An et al. (1987). The constructs used were pBI121-
CPk which results in an expressed CABMV coat protein, pBI121-PC which results in 
antisense CP, pBI121-CPstop which results in a form of the CP mRNA that cannot be 
translated and CPcore which results in only the core region of the CP, together with a pBI121 
control.  
Evaluation of the responses of transgenic plants obtained indicate that coat protein-
mediated resistance only results in delayed symptom development, while RNA mediated 
approaches may result in recovery or immunity. Out of 68 CP expressing transgenic plants 
challenged with CABMV, 19 expressed delayed symptom development; and none displayed 
immunity. Out of 26 CP stop lines, 3 displayed delayed symptom development, 4 tolerance, 
and 3 recovery phonotypes. Out of 49 antisense lines, 1 displayed delayed symptom delayed 
symptom development and 3 lines showed modified symptoms. 
At the time of carrying out these experiments cowpea could not be transformed in a reliable, 
reproducible manner, and many research groups were working towards developing a 
suitable transformation procedure. However, the experiments with transgenic tobacco 
served the purpose of evaluating the effectiveness of the different approaches. Coat protein 
mediated resistance would only result in delayed symptom development, RNA mediated 
approaches are likely to give higher levels of resistance, maybe even immunity. 
Therefore, as the method for cowpea transformation become available one would know 
which particular constructs to use to get the desired levels of resistance. 
4. Microprojectile bombardment/ biolistics 
Microprojectile bombardment, also known as biolistics, is the most commonly used method 
falling into the category of direct gene transfer methods. In direct gene transfer methods a 
plasmid in which the sequences of interest are cloned is delivered across the various plant 
cell barriers by physical means to enter the cell where integration into the plant genome may 
occur. The vectors used in direct plant transformation methods usually include the gene of 
interest cloned between a promoter and a terminator, and the plasmid components of an 
origin of replication, an antibiotic resistance gene, a selectable marker for use in plants (e.g. 
herbicide or antibiotic resistance) or reporter gene (e.g. GUS, luciferase genes). The whole 
plasmid may be transferred into the plant cell and may be integrated into the plant genome 
as a whole or as fragments. The barriers to be crossed by the DNA in direct DNA transfer 
methods are the cell wall and the cell membrane before it can cross the cytoplasm and the 
nuclear envelop to enter the nucleoplasm where the DNA may integrate into the plant 
genome (Figure 1). Some direct DNA transfer procedures utilize whole plasmids, 
supercoiled or linear, which may ultimately integrate as a whole, or at least large parts 
thereof, including the gene of interest (Smith et al., 2001).  
Direct gene transfer methods were developed in an effort to transform economically 
important crops that remained recalcitrant to Agrobacterium-mediated transformation 
because of limitations such as genotype and host cell specificity. Some direct gene transfer 
methods may also circumvent difficult tissue culture methods. 
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Sanford and co-workers (1987) were the first to report of plant transformation by 
microprojectile bombardment. Gold or tungsten particles coated with DNA are propelled at 
high speed toward the plant tissue where they may penetrate the plant cell walls to 
introduce the DNA into the cytoplasm, vacuoles, nucleus or other structures of intact cells. 
A modified bullet gun or electric discharge gun is used to propel the particles (Klein et al., 
1987; Christou et al., 1988). Inside the cell, the DNA may be expressed transiently for two or 
three days before being degraded, or may become integrated into the nuclear or chloroplast 
genome, and considered stably integrated if it is passed faithfully to subsequent generations. 
DNA-coated particles delivered into the nucleus are 45 times more likely to be transiently 
expressed than those delivered to the cytosol, and 900 times more likely to be expressed 
than those delivered to the vacuole (Yamashita et al., 1991). Efficiency of transformation is 
influenced by the stage of the cell cycle (Iida et al., 1991; Kartzke et al., 1990). The DNA is 
also likely to be expressed if it is delivered to the cell close to the time the nuclear membrane 
disappears at mitosis (Bower & Birch, 1990; Vasil et al., 1991).  
Direct DNA transfer methods seem to result in transformants with higher copy numbers 
than Agrobacterium-mediated transformation methods (Hadi et al., 1996; Christou et al., 
1989). The multiple copies may be integrated at the same or tightly linked loci, most likely in 
relation to replication forks or integration hot spots resulting from initial integration events 
(Cooley et al., 1995, Kohli et al., 1998). Increasing the amount of DNA entering the cell in 
bombardment increases the copy number (Smith et al., 2001). The DNA may undergo 
rearrangements (deletions, direct repetitions, inverted repetitions, ligation, concatamerization) 
prior to, or during integration (Cooley et al., 1995). The site of integration is thought to be 
random. Ninety percent of T-DNA integrations are into random sites within transcriptionally 
active regions (Lindsey et al., 1993). 
Like Agrobacterium-mediated transformation, microprojectile bombardment also results in 
integration of vector sequences if they are part of the DNA molecule bombarded into the 
plant cell (Kohli et al., 1999). However, microprojectile bombardment provides an 
opportunity for the introduction of minimal gene cassettes into the cells. In this approach, 
only the required gene expression cassettes (promoter, coding region of interest, terminator) 
is bombarded into the plant cells, or can be co-transformed together with marker genes to be 
removed before commercialization (Yao et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2007). While the screening 
and selection might be more difficult, probably depending on detection of the gene 
sequence or gene product of interest, the approach is very attractive since reporter genes 
and selection markers are completely avoided (Zhao et al., 2007). 
Marker genes are unnecessary in established transgenic plants, and also limit options when 
additional transgenes are to be added (stacking) to the original transgenic line. Herbicide 
resistance genes may potentially be transferred to weeds by outcrossing. Consumers may 
also worry about the possibility of antibiotic resistance genes spreading to gut microflora, 
even though there is no scientific evidence for this.  
A variation of the microprojectile bombardment method designed to increase the chances of 
integration is the Agrolistic transformation method. In this method, the transforming 
plasmid is transferred to the plant cell by a direct mechanism together with a second 
plasmid coding for A. tumefaciens proteins involved in the integration process (Zupan & 
Zambryski, 1997). Transient expression of the A. tumefaciens proteins will direct integration 
of the plasmid into the plant cell genome. As a result, entry of the plasmid into the cell is by 
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a direct/physical mechanism, but integration into the genome is by a mechanism similar to 
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation. The agrolistic transformation method was expected 
to address one of the main drawbacks of the microprojectile bombardment method which is 
that there seem to be a high incidence of high copy number. However, a second drawback 
that the gene gun accessories are very expensive is still valid. 
5. Electroporation and PEG-mediated transformation of protoplasts 
Plant cell walls can be removed by enzymatic degradation to produce protoplasts. 
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) causes permeabilization of the plasma membrane, allowing the 
passage of macromolecules into the cell. Pazkowski and co-workers were the first to 
produce transgenic plants after PEG transformation of protoplasts, and many more 
monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous species have now been transformed using this 
method (Pazkowski et al. 1984). In electroporation, the protoplasts are subjected to an 
electric pulse that renders the plasma membrane of the protoplasts permeable to 
macromolecules. The cell wall and whole plants can be regenerated, if procedures exist. 
The transgenic plants generated using these methods seem to have characteristics similar to 
those of plants derived from all other direct transformation methods. However, it is 
important to note that carrier DNA (usually ~500 bp fragments of calf thymus DNA) is 
usually included in the transformation mixture to increase transformation efficiency. This 
may have some consequences in terms of prevalence of transgene rearrangements and 
integration of superfluous sequences (Smith et al., 2001). 
The cell cycle stage of the protoplasts at the time of transformation influence the transgene 
integration pattern. Non-synchronized protoplasts produce predominantly non-rearranged 
single copy transgenes in contrast to M phase protoplasts that give multiple copies usually 
at separate loci (Kartzke et al., 1990). The S phase protoplasts give high copy numbers, 
usually with rearrangements. Irradiation of protoplasts shortly before or after addition of 
DNA in direct transformation procedures increases both the frequency of transformation 
and number of integration sites (Koehler et al., 1989, 1990, Gharti-Chhertri et al., 1990). This 
is consistent with a mechanism of integration that is partly mediated by DNA repair 
mechanisms. 
The main drawbacks of these methods are that protoplast cultures are not easy to establish 
and maintain, and regeneration of whole plants from the protoplasts is often unreliable for 
some important species. 
6. Electroporation of intact cells and tissues 
DNA can be introduced into intact cells and tissues in a manner similar to electroporation 
of protoplasts. Thus pollen, microspores, leaf fragments, embryos, callus, seeds and buds 
can be used as targets for transformation (Rakoczy-Trojanowska 2002). Protocols for 
efficient electroporation of cell suspensions of tobacco, rice and wheat (Abdul-Baki, et al., 
1990; De la Pena, et al., 1987; Zaghmout and Trolinder, 1993), and protocols for 
regeneration of transgenic plants are available. For maize in particular, the transformation 
efficiencies are comparable to those obtained by bombardment (Dashayes et al., 1985; 
D’Halluin et al., 1992).  
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7. Electro-transformation 
DNA can also be delivered into cells, tissues and organs by electrophoresis (Ahokas 1989; 
Griesbach and Hammond, 1994; Songstad et al., 1995). This method is known as 
transformation by electrophoresis or electro-transformation. The tissue to be transformed is 
placed between the cathode and anode. The anode is placed in a pipette tip containing 
agarose mixed with the DNA to be used for transformation. The assembly is illustrated in 
Figure 3.  
Modified 200 μl
pipette tip
Dna in an agarose
matrix
Cowpea seedling
Transformation tube
Electro-transformation
buffer
Electro-transformation
buffer
 
Fig. 3. Diagrammatic illustration of the electro-transformation equipment and experimental 
set-up 
We used this method of transformation on cowpea seedlings, at a time when there was no 
efficient, reliable, reproducible method for cowpea transformation. The main obstacles to 
cowpea transformation were that the tissues into which DNA could be introduced failed to 
regenerate whole plants. We therefore decided to target apical meristems for transformation. 
In the event of successful transformation, the seeds from transgenic branches of the cowpea 
plants would be transgenic, and could be screened for desired transformation events. 
We had previously made constructs based on CABMV coat protein gene designed to confer 
various levels of resistance to the virus in transgenic plants (Figure 2). Circular or linearised 
binary plasmid constructs were electrophoresed into the apical meristematic region of 
cowpea seedling of various ages and lengths, untreated or pre-treated with acid or alkali, 
under various conditions of current and voltage as summarized in Table 1. 
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7.1 Electrotransformation of cowpea 
Cowpea (Vigna unguiculata variety 475/89) seeds were sterilized by shaking in 10% (v/v) 
bleach for 10 min at room temperature, and washed with double distilled water for 5 min. 
The seeds were then rolled on a moistened paper towel and placed in a beaker with water 
and incubated in the growth room at 28˚C until the seeds germinated (7 – 12 d). 
For each transformation attempt, a seedling was removed from the paper towel, pre-treated 
(where applicable) and placed in the transformation tube. About 1 μl of DNA (0.5μg/μl, 
circular, or linearized by NheI or NheI/NdeI digestion) was mixed with about 9 μl of 2% 
(v/v) low melting point agarose (made up in transformation buffer) and allowed to set at 
the tip of a 200 μl pipette whose tip had been widened by cutting. Both the pipette tip and 
the transformation tube (Figure 2) were filled with transformation buffer (0.12 M LiCl, 1 mM 
Hepes, 0.54 mM MgCl2, 0.005% L-ascorbic acid, pH 7.2). The setup (Figure 3) was connected 
to a power source and allowed to run under the various current and voltage settings. 
The aspects of the seedlings that were noted include the height and age of the plant on the 
day of manipulation, whether the cotyledons were still attached to the plant or had fallen 
off, and whether the first true leaves were open or closed. The pretreatments were: none, 
punched meristem, seedling were exposed to temperatures of 35 °C for 1 hour before 
manipulation, the manipulations were carried out at increased temperatures of >30 °C, 
meristems and leaves pretreated with 0.1M HCl, or 0.1 M CaCl2, or 2,4-D + kinetin, NAA + 
BAP. The voltage settings used were DC or AC, at 30, 40, 125 or 250 V; the current was 
either 1.0 or 0.15 mA), the duration was kept constant at 15 min. The distance between the 
electrodes varied with the length of the seedling, and was recorded. 
 
Plant ID 
at 
screening 
DNA 
construct 
Current/ 
Time/ 
Distance 
between 
electrodes 
Age 
(days)/ 
Size 
(cm) 
Stem First 
true 
leaves 
Cotyledons Notes 
217 pBI121-
CPcore, 
circular 
0.15 V 
15 min 
7 cm 
7 d 
8 cm 
Straight Open On No 
pretreatment 
301 pBI121-
CPk, NheI 
linearized 
0.15 V 
15 min 
1.5 cm 
8 d 
6 cm 
Straight Open On No 
pretreatment, 
AC 30 sec 
309 pBI121-
CPk, NheI 
linearized 
0.15 V 
15 min 
7 cm 
3 d 
5 cm 
Straight Open On No 
pretreatment 
398 pBI121-
CPk, NheI 
linearized 
0.15 V 
15 min 
6 cm 
8 d 
9 cm 
Straight Open On Punched 
meristem 
Table 1. below summarizes the potentially transgenic events that were obtained in the 
experiment 
A common feature of the GUS positive plants in Table 1 is that the manipulations were 
carried out on plants that had straight stems, first true leaves open and cotyledons still 
attached to the seedling. No pre-treatment other than maybe punching the meristem appear 
to be necessary. The pre-treatments except punching the meristem do not seem to increase 
transformation efficiency. Both DC and AC are effective in delivery DNA to the plant cells. 
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The leaves of GUS positive plants had a sectored appearance; this was not unexpected since 
the transformation procedure targets the general apical meristem area of the cowpea 
seedling. As a result, both meristematic and somatic cells may become transformed, to result 
in a chimeric plant. Such a chimeric plant appears as a mosaic of transformed and non-
transformed sectors, and poses a challenge in terms of sampling especially in this particular 
case where a destructive GUS assay was used. Since PCR is very sensitive and amplifies any 
signal present, the CP transgene could be detected in some GUS positive plants. However, 
the signal detected by both the GUS assay and PCR could be transient, and Southern 
analysis is the standard way of determining whether integration has occurred. Southern and 
other analyses of these lines through subsequent generations, if fertile, would be necessary. 
There is need to ensure that the germline is transformed to enable the transgene to be passed 
to subsequent generations. 
GUS positive sectors were obtained only from plants that had cotyledons attached, open 
first true leaves and had developed straight stems at the time of manipulation. The 
electrotransformation procedure stresses the seedling, and only those seedlings that have 
developed sufficiently will take up exogenous DNA, survive and develop using the food 
reserve of cotyledons as well as the photosynthate from first true leaves. The pBI121 binary 
constructs used in this experiment have a gene for kanamycin resistance. 
However, kanamycin resistance is not an effective assay against germinating cowpea 
seedlings since the germinating cowpea seedlings were not affected by kanamycin. This is 
probably because of the large food reserves of the seedlings. 
The various seedling pre-treatments except punching the meristem did not appear to 
improve transformation efficiency. Punching the meristem wounds the seedling and may 
make the meristematic cells more accessible to the exogenous DNA since the epidermal cells 
will have been removed. Acid and calcium chloride pretreatments were expected to make 
the cell wall and cell membrane respectively more permeable to DNA. Besides chemically 
weakening the cell wall, acid pretreatment may also induce the production of expansins that 
may result in further weakening of cell walls (Cosgrove, 2001). The heat and plant growth 
substance pretreatments were expected to induce other chemical messengers and heat shock 
proteins that may increase the chances of integration events in the cell (Hong & Verling, 
2001). However, no improvement in transformation efficiency was observed. 
The mechanism of DNA integration after uptake by electrophoresis is not known, but is 
likely to occur by non-homologous recombination into sites on the genome that are 
undergoing repair or replication, as is the case for other direct DNA transfer methods (Smith 
et al., 2001). Not all GUS-positive lines tested CP-positive possibly because of incomplete 
transfer. This also means that it is possible that some transformants were GUS-negative but 
CP-positive, and these would not detected in this screening procedure. 
Transformation by electrophoresis, if successful, is a procedure that can be used to avert one 
of the major concerns of GMOs. The procedure does not necessarily require the use of 
selectable markers such as antibiotic or herbicide resistance genes, and only the exact 
sequence required for a particular characteristic in the transgene may be used. It is not 
understood how integration would occur, but T-DNA borders do not seem to be required. 
DNA integration by direct transformation methods appears to be random. In this 
experiment, transformation is not enhanced by pre-treatment with high temperature, 
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hydrochloric acid, calcium chloride, kinetin, BAP or NAA. Both circular and linearised DNA 
seemed to be effective. However, the seedling must have developed a straight stem with the 
first true leaves open, but the cotyledons must be intact. This may be important in ensuring 
survival of the seedling after the rather harsh handling and subjection to electrophoresis that 
stresses the plant. 
8. Other methods of plant transformation 
8.1 Microinjection 
DNA can also be delivered to the plant cell nucleus or cytoplasm by microinjection. This 
approach is more widely used for large animal cells such as frog egg cells or cells of 
mammalian embryo. Animal cells are usually immobilised with a holding pipette and gentle 
suction. For plant cells, the cell wall which contains a thick layer of cellulose and lignins is a 
barrier to the glass microtools. Removal of the cell wall to form protoplasts might allow use 
of the microtools, but the plant cells might release hydrolases and other toxic compounds 
from the vacuole, leading to rapid death of the cells (Lorz et al., 1981). Protoplasts may also 
be attached to glass slides by coating with polyL- lysine, or by or agarose. Poly-L-lysine is 
toxic to some cells. Agarose reduces visibility around the cells to be manipulated. 
Microinjection has been used for the transformation of tobacco (Schnorf et al., 1991), petunia 
(Griesbach, 1987), rape (Neuhaus et al., 1987) and barley (Holm et al., 2000), with the 
transgenic plants being recovered at very low frequencies. Microinjection therefore remains 
of limited use for plant transformation, even though it would be very attractive for 
introduction of whole chromosomes into plant cells. 
8.2 Silicon carbide whisker-mediated transformation 
In this method of plant transformation, silicon carbide crystals (average dimensions of 0.6 
μm diameter, 10 – 80 μm long) are mixed with DNA and plant cells by vortexing, enabling 
the crystals to pierce the cell walls (Kaeppler et al., 1990, Songstad et al., 1995). The method 
appears to be widely adaptable, and can be used with as little as 0.1 μg DNA. It appears as if 
there is a lot of scope for further development of this method of plant transformation 
(Thompson et al., 1995). 
The method is simple and easy to adapt to new crops, but the transformation efficiencies are 
low, and the fibres must be handled with care since they pose a health risk to the 
experimenter. Success has however been reported with maize (Bullock et al., 2001; Frame et 
al., 1994; Kaepler et al., 1992; Petolino et al., 2000; Wang et al., 1995), rice (Nagatani, 1997), 
wheat (Brisibe, et al., 2000; Serik, et al., 1996), tobacco (Kaeppler et al., 1990), Lolium 
multiflorum, L. perenne, Festuca arundinacea, and Agrostis stolonifera (Dalton et al., 1998). 
8.3 The pollen tube pathway 
DNA is applied to the cut styles shortly after pollination, and flows down the pollen tube to 
reach the ovules. This approach has been used to transform rice (Luo an Wa, 1988), wheat 
(Mu et al., 1999), soybean (Hu and Wang 1999), Petunia hybrida (Tjokrokusumo et al., 2000) 
and watermelon (Chen et al., 1998). Relatively high transformation efficiencies have been 
reported. 
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 Transformation 
Method 
Short Description Pros Cons 
 
Main Results 
Achieved 
 
Indirect 
transfer 
methods 
Agrobacterium-
mediated 
 T-DNA mobilized 
from Agrobacterium 
into the plant cell 
under the direction 
of Agrobacterium-
encoded virulence 
proteins 
Based on a 
naturally 
occurring 
process 
Marker and reporter 
genes required 
Vector back-borne often 
integrated into the 
plant genome 
Mono- and 
dicotyledonous 
plants 
Field-tested and 
commercialized. 
Very successful 
Direct transfer 
methods 
Microprojectile 
bombardment/ 
Biolistics 
Tungsten or gold 
microprojectiles 
coated with DNA are 
propelled at high 
speed across the cell 
barriers into the 
nucleus 
Not cultivar 
or genotype 
dependent 
Multiple copies often 
reported 
Non-homologous 
recombination. 
Also organelle 
transformation 
 Direct protoplast 
transformation – 
electroporation or 
PEG-mediated 
With cell wall 
removed, DNA can 
be moved into the 
cell by methods 
similar to those used 
on bacteria 
Introduction 
of DNA into 
protoplasts is 
easy 
Dependent on ability to 
regenerate whole plants 
from protoplast 
Can also be used 
for organelle 
transformation 
 Electroporation of 
cells and tissues  
High voltage 
discharge is used to 
open pores on the 
cell membrane and 
carry DNA into the 
cell 
Higher 
regeneration 
success than 
with 
protoplasts 
Protocol for 
regeneration required 
Maize, rice, 
tobacco and wheat 
 Electro-
transformation 
Electric current is 
used to carry DNA 
cells or tissues of 
intact plants 
Circumvents 
problems 
associated 
with 
regeneration, 
Low success rates. 
Needs further 
investigation of factors 
to improve success 
Experimental 
 Microinjection DNA delivered 
through a needle 
into cells 
immobilized by 
microtools 
Can 
potentially be 
used for the 
introduction 
of whole 
chromosomes 
Practical only for 
protoplasts. 
Tobacco, Petunia, 
rape and barley 
 Silicon carbide 
mediated 
transformation 
Silicon carbide 
whiskers coated with 
DNA pierce and 
enter the cells 
The method is 
widely 
adaptable, 
and requires 
little DNA 
Low transformation 
efficiencies. Silicon 
carbide whiskers are a 
health risk to the 
experimenter. 
Tobacco, maize, 
rice, other grasses. 
 The pollen tube 
pathway 
DNA delivered to 
ovule via cut end of 
pollen tube 
Apparently 
widely 
applicable. 
Apparently widely 
applicable, but 
particular protocols 
need to be developed 
Successful for rice, 
wheat, soybean, 
water melon and 
Petunia hybrida 
 Liposome 
mediated 
transformation 
Liposomes loaded 
with DNA are made 
to fuse with 
protoplast 
membrane 
Uptake 
depends on 
the natural 
process of 
endocytosis 
Effective only for 
protoplasts 
Success for tobacco 
and wheat 
 Infiltration A suspension of 
Agrobacterium cells 
habouring the DNA 
construct of interest 
is vacuum-infiltrated 
into inflorescences 
Simple 
procedure 
Not generally 
applicable to most 
species 
Very efficient for 
Arabidopsis 
Table 2. Summary of plant transformation methods 
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A modification of the procedure is to inject plasmid DNA or A. tumefaciens carrying the 
plasmid DNA into inflorescences in the premeiotic stage, without removing the stigma, as 
was done for rye (De la Pena et al., 1987), to result in high transformation efficiencies. 
8.4 Liposome mediated transformation 
Liposomes are microscopic spherical vesicles that form when phospholipids are hydrated. 
They can be loaded with a variety of molecules, including DNA. Liposomes loaded with 
DNA can be made to fuse with protoplast membrane and deliver their contents into the 
cytoplasm by endocytosis. Liposomes can also be carried through the pores of pollen grains 
to fuse with the membrane of the pollen grain. Transgenic plants have been reported by 
liposome-mediated transformation only from tobacco (Dekeyser et al., 1990) and wheat (Zhu 
et al., 1993). The process is inexpensive, but is laborious and inefficient, and so has not been 
widely adopted. It might be worthwhile to consider delivering the liposomes through the 
pollen tube pathway. 
8.5 Infiltration 
Infiltration (vacuum infiltration) is a method for plant transformation almost exclusively 
used for the transformation of Arabidopsis. Inflorescences of plants in early generative phase 
(5 – 15 cm) are immersed in A. tumefaciens and 5% sucrose. The inflorescences are then 
placed under vacuum for several minutes. Typically 0.5 to 4% of the seeds harvested from 
the inflorescences will be transgenic (Chung et al., 2000; Clough et al., 1998; Ye et al., 1999). 
This method is highly optimized and works well for Arabidopsis. 
9. Summary and conclusions 
There now exists a wide variety of methods of plant transformation that can be used to 
produce virus-resistant plants (Table 2). Agrobacterium-mediated transformation and 
microprojectile bombardment have been used to produce virus resistant plants that have 
been field-tested, or even been commercialized. These transgenic plants are also important 
as study material to further understand the methods of plant transformation. However, 
consumer demands require continuous improvement of these methods, and it is hoped that 
some of these methods will evolve to become marker-free, vector-free plant transformation 
methods. 
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